MEMBER NEWS

Medicine Man Charters specializes in Muskie, Walleye, Bass & Perch Charters
on Lake St. Clair & The Detroit River. Sunset Cruises also available.
Whether you are a seasoned angler or first time fisherman, Captian Ed will insure
your success.
He has spent countless hours on the water preparing for
your charter.His knowledge of seasonal movements
and proven techniques will reward you with the trip
of a lifetime.
www.medicinemancharters.com

If you wish to join Safari Club International or
have not renewed your SCI membership please visit the
new chapter website at www.sciflint.org and click on the "join" tab at
the top. You can join or renew both SCI international and the Flint chapter
memberships.
www.sciflint.org

2020 LICENSE YEAR SALES SUMMERY
Online sales ended up with a 127% increase over last year.
• The numbers for hunting and fishing paced ahead of last year.
• Total unique fishing customers are up 10.6%.
• Those that are 65 years old or older are down just 1.2% while those age
17-24 are up 21%.
• Total unique hunting customers are up 5.5%.
• The same age group trends are found in the hunting customers. All
hunting categories, except for antlerless deer, are up compared to 2019.
• Spring Turkey 27% increase
• Fall Turkey 16% increase
• Deer 5.5% increase
• Bear 4% increase
• Elk 32% increase
• Waterfowl 40% increase (Mentored Youth Hunt now included in this
calculation varying from prior years)
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These 200 Businesses & CEOs Want to Disarm America: Learn Who
They Are, Shop Accordingly
by S.H. BLANNELBERRY on FEBRUARY 25, 2021

Our friend Alan Gottlieb at the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear
Arms has been keeping track of businesses and CEOs who want to disarm America
as part of a consumer information project called “Don’t Feed the Gun
Prohibitionists”.
Gottlieb last week made the announcement that CCRKBA would be adding luxury
fashion retailer Gucci to the notorious roster that currently includes about 200
companies.
“We were reminded that Gucci donated $500,000 to the anti-gun March for Our
Lives group started three years ago, and quickly was co-opted by the gun
prohibition lobby,” Gottlieb said in a press release.
“When we started this project last year,” Gottlieb recalled, “we were actually
surprised, and in some cases disappointed, at some of the businesses we added to
the list. We discovered several brand name businesses and corporate leaders who
evidently have a nefarious agenda to limit gun rights. Their current and potential
patrons should have the knowledge of what their hard earned dollars are actually
funding.”
Gottlieb stopped short of calling for an outright boycott of those on the list.
“We’re not calling for a boycott of these companies,” Gottlieb said. “Businesses and
the people who own them can support whatever kind of philosophy they want, and
gun owning consumers can likewise not spend any money with those firms. Let the
marketplace decide. Over 100 million American gun owners represent a sizeable
consumer bloc, and they will decide where they spend their money.”
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Here is the complete lineup of the companies.
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20/20 Vision
A&M Records
AlleyCorp
Alphabet, Inc.
Amalgamated Bank
Ambition
AMC Theatres
AOL / Time Warner
Ariel Investments LLC
Artsy
Ascend.io
Aspiration
AT&T
Aura
AutoZone
Backpack
Bad Robot
Bain Capital
Bank of America
Beeswax
Begin
Betaworks
Beyond Meat
Bloomberg LP
Bonusly
Brat
Brookfield Property
Brud
Bumble
Burger King
Cambly
Catch & Release

•Cerebras Systems
•Chipotle
•Circle Medical
•ClassPass
•Clearbit
•Clever
•Clockwise
•CNN
•Color Genomics
•Comcast
•Conde Nast
•Costco
•Credit Karma
•Crunchbase
•Curalate
•Curtsy
•Dannon
•Delta Airlines
•DICK’S Sporting Goods
•Disney Company
•DoorDash
•Doxel, Inc.
•Ebay
•Ecolab
•Edelman
•Elektra Labs
•Emerson Collective
•Enterprise
•Eventbrite
•Farmstead
•Full Picture
•Fundera
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•Gap Inc.
•Gateway Computers
•GE
•GEICO
•Goat Group
•Golden
•Graphic Packaging
•Group Nine Media
•Gucci
•Guru
•Hallmark Cards
•Hard Rock Cafe
•Havas Group
•HBO
•Hint, Inc.
•HipDot
•Hooked
•Horizon Media
•Humbition
•Impossible Foods
•Interpublic
•Intuit
•JOOR
•Jumbo Privacy
•Kabbage Inc.
•Kadena
•Kanga
•Knowable
•Lattice
•Levi Strauss & Co.
•Lucent Technologies
•Lyft
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MetaProp.vc
MetLife
Microsoft
Modern Fertility
MongoDB Inc.
MSNBC
MTV
Navient
NBC Universal
NCR Corp.
Neighborland
NewsCred
Nextdoor
NowThis
Nurx
Oaktree Capital
Oberndorf Enterprises
Oceans
OfferUp
Okta
Omnicom Group
Openpath
Panera Bread
Parabol
Paravision
Paypal
Pinterest
Plato Design
Postmates
Presto
Prima
Progressive Insurance
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Prologis
Publicis Groupe
Quartzy
Reddit
Ribbon Health
Ro
Roofstock
Royal Caribbean
Cruises
RXR Realty
Sara Lee
SelfMade
Shoptiques Inc.
Showtime Cable
Network
Shutterstock Inc.
Sidewalk Labs
Sift
Skillshare
SkySafe
Small Door
SmartAsset
Snapdocs, Inc.
Solve.io
Sonic
Southwestern Bell
Splash
Square and Twitter
Squarespace
Standard Bots
Subway
Sundia Corporation
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Sunlight Health
Superplastic
SurveyMonkey
SV Angel
Symantec
ThirdLove
Thisopenspace inc.
Thrive Capital
Thrive Global
ThunderCore Inc.
Tillable
Tinder
TOMS
Twilio
Uber
Uniform Teeth
Viosera Therapeutics
Virtual Kitchen
Voxer
Voyage
Watsi
WayUp
Whalar
Wizeline
WPP
X.ai, inc.
Y Combinator
Yelp
Yum Brands
Zola

“We encourage people buy products from companies they can count on to not
support efforts aimed at curtailing constitutional rights,” he explained. “By providing
this information, we hope gun owning consumers are making reasonable decisions
about which businesses to patronize. This might convince some businesses to rethink their core values.”
The assault on gun rights is coming at us from all angles. To be frank, there’s never
been a time in history where there were more forces working in a coordinated
manner to destroy one’s right to keep and bear arms.
Think about it. Big tech is actively censoring, shadow-banning, and deplatforming pro-gun voices, big banks are refusing to offer financial services to 2A
businesses, Hollywood is making a fortune demonizing gun ownership, the Biden
administration is vowing to enact its gun-ban agenda and, perhaps, worst of all,
Bloomberg is spending hundreds of millions to eradicate 2A rights.
Pause for a minute to really consider that last point. Bloomberg spent $1 billion
during the 2020 election cycle. Sure, most of it was wasted on his failed presidential
bid but a large chunk was also spent to get “gun sense” candidates in office.
Bloomberg’s worth an estimated $48 billion! He has money to burn. Which means,
gun owners have to do everything in their power to fight back. Showing up at the
ballot box is the obvious course of action but, also, we cannot forget about voting
with our wallets. Money talks, as they say.
Whether it’s buying Wranglers over Levi’s or choosing Kroger over Costco, every
little bit we can do to give our dollars to companies that share our values
counteracts the financial impact of mini-Mike.
Gottlieb is correct, if we leverage our collective purchasing power and stay active
and informed, we may over time be able to convince some of these CEOs and
businesses to rethink their stance on firearms.

www.sciflint.org

The winds of change are upon us in more ways than one. The seasons are
changing to warmer weather, longer daylight hours and visions of strutting Toms
in our favorite honey hole. As we hunt for scarce supplies of hunting
ammunition, we need to be mindful of the darkness that lurks in the shadows
daily to disrupt the life we enjoy outdoors.
The recent tragedy in Colorado has created an aggressive new push for gun
control with no facts, no studies of past attempts to arrest this type of behavior
just unabashed emotion wrapped in political theatre. These events crystalize
what has been an ongoing attempt to eliminate our pastime with fear
mongering, misinformation, castigation on inhumane treatment of animals and
many other emotionally charged attempts to paint the hunting community as
blood thirsty killers with bad intentions. We must stay vigilant in our passion for
the outdoors and choose who we associate with and where we invest our money
wisely. Most importantly share our economic endeavors with those that advance
our cause, not those who actively fund activities to suspend it. Do some
homework on the views of the companies we do business with and make sure
we are not funding our own demise.
As we communicate with friends and foe, we all need to educate ourselves on
our surroundings and hold the values we represent in a higher authority with
emotional connections to our community, the environment, and the positive
outcomes we have achieved. The world is a much happier and safer place
because of our movement. The animals that room this beautiful paradise we call
earth procreate and enjoy fruitful bounty due to our efforts. We need to share
the impact of what we do on a routine basis in a way that connects with the nonhunting community so that we can continue to build relationships that win over
skeptics and support our endeavors.
www.sciflint.org

That means we need to go beyond the stories of our individual accomplishments
in the field and share the reverence we have for nature and its bounty.
Our future depends on the stewardship we express to others to remove the
obstacles and gather support for our cause. Sharing our values with others
demands patience, listening and careful elaboration on what we do and how it
positively impacts the world we live in. At times it is laborious and frustrating.
The result is worth the time and effort put into our message.
In the meantime, get out and scout for that big Tom or get your favorite fishing
pole tuned up for an exciting adventure this spring. Remember to play it forward
for the next generation!

John E. Kupiec

www.sciflint.org

MEMBER NEWS

Due to how this past year has affected our organization and our ability to
deliver youth member benefits, SCI would like to extend all youth
memberships by one year. A letter has gone out to these youth members
thanking them and their parents for all of their support! Our youth
members are the next generation of hunters and conservationists and
could not be more pivotal in leading the charge for the future of our
hunting heritage.
We are taking steps to engage and involve our Youth Members. As we
move forward with SCI’s Youth Membership program, you can expect to
see continued interaction through publications, contests, social media
content and other exciting activities.

In a civilized and cultivated country, wild animals only continue to
exist at all when preserved by sportsmen. The excellent people who
protest against all hunting, and consider sportsmen as enemies of
wild life, are ignorant of the fact that in reality the genuine
sportsman is by all odds the most important factor in keeping the
larger and more valuable wild creatures from total extermination.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT
www.sciflint.org

2021 FUNDRAISER RECAP
2021 SCI Flint Regional Chapter Auction
March 1-13, 2021
The 2021 edition of the chapter fundraiser online auction concluded on Saturday,
March 13. Unfortunately, due to continuing restrictions caused by the CORONA
virus pandemic, we were unable to hold a live event this year. However. the
auction was successful and although final numbers are not available as of this
writing, we can tell you that 35 different donors contributed 75 items that were
offered for sale. Without the support of our generous donors, the bidders who
purchased items, along with hard work from many SCI Flint members and
supporters this event would not have been possible.
The funds raised at this event will allow the Flint chapter to continue our mission
of “Promoting wildlife conservation through education and providing habitat while
protecting and enhancing the opportunity to pursue wild animals worldwide.” As
we have done in the past, SCI Flint will work vigorously in cooperation with Safari
Club International and other outdoor groups to protect our freedom to hunt,
promote wildlife conservation locally and worldwide, fund education programs for
teachers, and support many school activities such as archery groups, clay target
clubs and youth pheasant hunts. We will also continue to support programs such
as the Michigan Pheasant Stamp program, and habitat restoration projects with
groups like the Ruffed Grouse Society and humanitarian projects like wish hunts
and Michigan Sportsmen Against Hunger. Be assured that SCI Flint will continue to
work hard and wisely utilize your support to create opportunities for all of us to
experience and enjoy the outdoors. We offer our sincere thanks to everyone who
helped make this fundraiser auction successful. Stay tuned to this monthly
newsletter for more information on successes, upcoming projects, and how you
can participate.
www.sciflint.org

MEMBER HUNTS with SCI FLINT

BOBCAT HUNT
By: Tina Carter

On January 22, 2021 Mark and I ventured to Northern Michigan to hunt
Bobcat with Jim Shepard, assisted by John Rubel. We had just two days to
harvest both of our Bobcats and we were ready for the challenge.
On the morning of Jan 23, the guides began their work bright and early
locating fresh bobcat tracks before arriving to pick us up at our cabin at 7am.
Loaded with all our gear and plenty of snacks we were ready for a full day.
We headed down the back roads to the most promising track. The dogs
were let out and got right down to business. We patiently waited at the
edge of the road as the guides carefully watched the dogs on the GPS trying
to predict the cats next move.
Jim and John continued to monitor the action via GPS and made the
determination John and I should head in at a different location while Mark
and Jim went another direction. John and I pulled up to a snow covered trail
that in the beginning didn’t appear to be to difficult of a walk...little did I
know what was in store for me as we walked further and further down the
trail.
John lead the way, and being that he is much younger then me and in much
better shape I kept up the best I could. I’m not sure how far we went but it
was a three hour adventure round trip, and not an easy one at that. We
went over logs, under logs, across the river and through the swamp. One
thing for sure, I stayed several steps behind him and I am glad I did when I
watched as he broke through the ice up to his waist! John yelled “don’t
come this way”, was not a problem I steered clear of that area. Soon after
that it became apparent the cat was on to a new location. So we headed
out, I have never been so excited to see a truck waiting for me!
www.sciflint.org

MEMBER HUNTS with SCI FLINT

BOBCAT HUNT
We drove to another location and met up with a couple other guides that
were helping out. It wasn’t long before I was informed the cat was circling.
John said “are you ready for a little hike?” From past experience I know
there is no such thing as a little hike if your hunting with John Rubel. I
dreaded heading back into the thick snowy brush for another hike but I
went there to get a cat and was determined not to leave without one. So I
pulled up my big girl panties and on we went. I was unaware at the time but
Mark and Jim were waiting on the other side near the road in case the cat
decided to bolt out that way. I was relieved when we approached the area
where we would wait for the cat to circle our way and it was truly a short
hike this time, at least in comparison to the last one.
John and I sat on a log and we no longer got situated when John said “there
he is shoot”. I wasted no time and pulled up and shot. What a relief, I finally
got my cat and not just any cat but a big cat with a beautiful hide. One I
certainly earned!
If you are considering a Michigan
Bobcat hunt we highly recommend
Jim and John! We had a great time,
they worked hard for us and their
dogs did an exceptional!
As for Mark, he hunted the following
day but the weather didn’t cooperate
so he will head back next winter.
www.sciflint.org
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JOIN TODAY BE PART OF SOMETHING BIGGER!
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

WhySCI
Join Flint:
SCI Flint?
Why Join
Membership
meetings
with outfitters
and conservation
is “Promoting
wildlife
conservationrepresentatives
through education and
o Our mission
providing
habitat
while
protecting
Quarterly
newsletters
from
Flint
Chapter and enhancing the opportunity to pursue
wild animals worldwide.”
Awards Banquet and Christmas Banquet provided at no charge
o Regular newsletters with information about state, local, and international issues
guestwinning
pass to accompany
member
at Gun”
both banquets
Award
chapter named
“Top
Chapter at
of no
thecharge
Year multiple times.
o- One
Chapter
activities throughout the year including Christmas Party, Awards Banquet,
o Record
Free
Book
Membership Meeting, and our award-winning yearly fundraiser.
o Access to the chapter on-line record book
o Regular legislative and regulatory updates
Bi-monthly
issue
of SCI’sactivities
award-winning
Magazine
chapter
includingSAFARI
member
and youth hunts
o Exciting
forSAFARI
conservation,
humanitarian, education, and legislative activities
o Support
Monthly
issue of
TIMES Newspaper
o Meet with well-respected hunting, fishing, and outdoor outfitters from around
Annualthe
World
Hunting Awards Publication
world
Eligible
to attend
SCI’s
Members-only
Annual Hunters’
develop
and
fund hunting/archery
activitiesConvention
in local schools and clubs.
o Help
Michigan
Against
Hunger
to feed the
o In partnership
Participation
in the SCIwith
Record
Book ofSportsmen
Trophy Animals
and
Awardshelping
Programs
hungry in your community
Eligible to join a local SCI Chapter

Why Join SCI International:

SCI Hunter’s Travel Assistance Hotline powered by Global Rescue

Why Join SCI International?

Access to Hunt Reports
to e-Newsletter
SAFARI magazine and the SAFARI TIMES newspaper
SCIo“In Subscriptions
the Crosshairs”
o Represents members, volunteers, and committees in federal, state, and international
Access lobbying
To SCI First
Hunters
Website
forfor
hunters'
rights
and wildlife conservation
Wilderness
o The
Official
SCI American
Membership
ID card Leadership School (AWLS) in Jackson, Wyoming offers hands-on
lessons to teachers focused on the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation.
Free Access to SCI Online Record Book
o The Hunter Advocacy Action Center connects you with your elected officials.
Free
to the
International
at SCI Headquarters
in
Information,
stories,
and tips,Wildlife
on localMuseum
and worldwide
hunting
o Admission
Tuscan
o Free access to the International Wildlife Museum at SCI Headquarters
o Participation in SCI Record Book and Awards plus access to SCI On-line Record Book
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Name: ___________________________________
Address:_________________________________________
ty:__________________
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Daytime Phone:________________________
Email:_____________________________________
City: _____________________ State: ________ Zip: _______
Daytime phone: ________________________

New Members:
1 Year Membership $80 Hardcopy

50 Flint, $30 International)

Renewals:
Enclosed is $______ Via Check #:__________
Email:_______________________________________
1 Year Membership
$115 Hardcover
($50 Flint, $65 International)
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Visa

American Express
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3 Year
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Membership (under 21)
New
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SCI Flint Regional Chapter/Membership
PO Box 639
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Davison, MI 48423-0639
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